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We give an algebraic framework for a theory of rational expressions with multiplicities in 
a given semiring K. We study specially the K-rational identities. Using a model notion, we 
prove that every complete system of K-rational identitities over a positive semiring must he 
infinite. c 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
A rational language can be studied from different points of view. For instance, it 
can be seen as a part of the free monoid or as a set recognized by a finite 
automaton; this leads to combinatoric or graphic studies. It can also be considered 
as a series with coefficients in the boolean semiring; this second point of view is 
richer since it leads to generalize naturally the theory of rational languages by the 
theory of rational series with coefficients in an arbitrary semiring. 
But, there is a third and much less studied point of view which consists in 
considering a rational language as the interpretation of a rational expression, that 
is to say, of a formal expression (i.e., of a tree) which represents the given language. 
This notion leads immediately to difficulties because we have lost the unicity of a 
language representation since several rational expressions can now denote a same 
language; nevertheless, it brings us to the important notion of rational identity, 
initiated by Conway [S]. A problem of logical nature occurs then immediately: 
how can a complete identity system d, i.e., permitting obtainment from d of every 
identity by a logical deduction process, be constructed? This difficult problem is 
solved in [ 131 in the usual case. 
In this paper, we shall specially interest ourselves in an extension of the usual 
rational expressions theory which consists in introducing expressions with multi- 
plicities in a general semiring K, interpretated in K((A* )). In order to cover all 
practical cases, we were led to develop two separated theories according as K is 
Kleene or not. We shall study here particularly the notion of model of a K-rational 
identity system and its consequences. Indeed, owing to it, we shall show that every 
complete K-rational identity system over a positive semiring K is necessarily infinite. 
This result was already known for K= &I’, where a relatively rapid proof of 
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Conway [S] existed. Let us also note that our result shows the gap existing 
between rings and positive semirings (like Z and N, for instance) for deduction; 
indeed, there exists a one-element complete system when K is a ring (see [12])! 
Let us end rapidly with the structure of this paper. Section II is devoted to the 
construction of the K-*-algebra of rational expressions and it gives the basic 
properties of this algebra. Section III presents the notions of interpretation and of 
substitution. Afterwards, we introduce in Section IV the fundamental concepts of 
identity, deduction, and model of an identity system. Finally, Section V is entirely 
devoted to the study of the independence of the classical axioms and to the proof 
of the infiniteness of complete systems over positive semirings. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
( 1) Semirings and Semialgebras 
We refer to [2,6] for the definitions of a semiring, a positive semiring, a 
K-semi-module (or K-module), and a K-semi-algebra (or K-algebra). In the sequel, 
all the semirings will always suppose to be commutative. 
EXAMPLE. The boolean semiring is ?3 = (0, 1 } with the law: 1 + 1 = 1. 
We refer to [lo] for the definition of a countabfy complete (or c-complete) semi- 
ring which is just the restriction to countable sets of the definition of a complete 
semiring (see [6]). We recall (see [lo]) that a positive semiring K is always 
embeddable in the c-complete semiring X = Ku {co ), where cc is an absorbing 
element for addition and for multiplication by a nonzero element and where the 
summation C is defined for every countable set Z by 
V(ki) E X’, 
if .Z = ii, ki # 0) is infinite 
if J is finite. 
Every c-complete semiring (K, +, x , C) will be equipped with the star operation 
which is defined as follows: 
QkcK, k* = f k”. (94 
II=0 
We recall [ll, 151 that a semiring K is said to be a Kfeene semiring iff it is a 
subsemiring *-stable of a c-complete semiring. 
Let K be a semiring. Then, a family B = (Bi)i,, of a K-module .4? is said to be 
a K-basis of JX iff every element m of 4! can be written uniquely as 
m= c kiBi, where J is a finite part of I, 
itJ 
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A K-module which admits a K-basis is said to be free. It is easily seen that a 
K-module ~2 is free iff it is isomorphic to KC’) for some set I (see [3]). 
Let us also recall [6, 111 that a K-*-algebra is just a K-algebra .d equipped with 
a map denoted * from d into d. If 9 and 9 are two K-*-algebras, a map cp from 
F in ?? will be called a K-*-morphism iff it is a K-morphism such that: 
VXEF, 4X*) = cdx)l* (*.kv). 
Equipped with K-*-morphisms, the class of K-*-algebras now obviously forms a 
category that will be denoted k-*-Alg. 
Let d be a K-*-algebra and let cp be a mapping from d into d. We shall say 
that a congruence G of the K-*-algebra & is q-stable iff it satisfies 
VJgEd, f = g * cp(f I= cpk). 
(2) Tensor Product 
Let K be a commutative semiring and let M, N be two K-modules. Let us then 
consider 9 = (M x N) (NJ the free b&module of basis Mx N (i.e., the free 
commutative monoid on the alphabet M x N) and let us introduce = o the smallest 
congruence of N-module such that: 
Vx, yeM, VZEN, (x+y,z) =@ (x,z)+(y,z) 
VXGM, Vz, tEN, (x, z + t) = @ (x, z) + (x, t) 
‘#xEM, ‘dz~ N, Vke K, (x.k, z) S@ (x, k.z). 
DEFINITION 1.1. We call tensor product of the two K-modules M and N the 
quotient N-semi module defined by F”/E B and denote it by MO, N. 
Notation. For every m in M and n in N, we shall denote: 
(m, n)=mOKn or m 0 n if there is no ambiguity. 
Note. Our tensor product should have been defined with a right semi-module M 
and with a left semi-module N as in [3]. But, since such a general case will not 
occur in the sequel, we restrict ourselves to the previous case. 
EXAMPLE. The reader may verify that: a@, Z N {0}, for instance. 
We can now give the universal property of the tensor product: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let P be a commutative monoid and let f be a mapping from 
Mx N into P such that: 
Vx, YEM, VZEN, f(x+y, z)=f(x, z)+f(y,z) 
VXEM,VZ, tEN, f (x, z + t) =f(x, z) +f (x9 t) 
VXEM,V~EN,V~EK, f(x.k, z)=f(x, k.z). 
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Then, there exists an unique morphism f of commutative monoids from M@k N into 
P such that: 
VmEM,VnEN, .7(mO,n) =f(m, n). 
Proof The proof is just an adapted version of the corresponding proof for the 
usual tensor product (see [3]). 1 
Remark. The tensor product of semimodules appears as a generalization of the 
usual tensor product of modules over a ring. Indeed, with the above universal 
property, it can be easily shown that M@k N in our sense is an abelian group, 
isomorphic to the usual corresponding tensor product when K is a ring. 
If Kc L are semirings and if M is a K-module, it is possible to equip M@k L 
with a L-module structure by defining 
Vm E M, Vl, I’ E L, I.(m@l’)=m@(fl’), 
using Proposition I.1 to extend this operation to MOk L (see [S]). We shall say 
that M@k L is the L-module obtained from M by extension of scalars. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let Kc L be commutative semirings and let M be a free 
K-module. Then, the natural mapping 50 from M into MO, L defined by 
VmEM, cp(m)=m@k 1 
is an injective morphism of K-modules. 
Proof The proof can be easily transposed from the corresponding proof for the 
usual tensor product (see [3]) with the help of Proposition 1.1. 1 
Finally, let us note that when d and %’ are K-algebras, the tensor product 
d OK V also inherits a K-algebra structure which can be defined by 
with the help of the universal property I.1 as in the usual case (see [3]). 
(3 ) Formal Series 
We refer to [2] for the definition of K((A * )) and of KRat (A). Nevertheless, let 
us recall that every series SE K(( A* )) can be written in the form 
s= c (SIw)w where (S ) w) E K. 
WEA’ 
The element x(S) = (S ) 1) will be called the constant coefficient of S. 
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PROPOSITION I.3 [ 111. Let K be a Kleene semiring and let (X, +, x , C) be a 
c-complete semiring admitting K as a *-stable subsemiring. If wle define .for every 
countable set I and for every family (S,),, I in X(( A* )), 
then X (( A* )) becomes a c-complete semiring, whose summation extends the one of 
X. Moreover, K((A*.)) is a *-stable subsemiring of X^((A* >>. 
Consequence. If K is a Kleene semiring, we shall suppose now that K(( A*)) is 
always equipped with the K-*-algebra structure associated with the Kleene 
structure coming from the previous proposition. 
II. K-RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS 
(1) The K-*-Algebra of K-Rational Expressions 
In all this section, K will be a Kleene semiring. Let us now recall rapidly how the 
K-*-algebra of K-rational expressions is constructed (see [11] for more details). At 
first, we consider the set C = C(O) u CC’) u CC’), where for any n in [O, 21, CC”’ is 
a set of n-ary product symbols defined as follows: 
C(O) = (0, A>, C(l)= {*} u K, C@)= { +, x }. 
Then, we can construct the free C-algebra 9 = F(‘(c, A) over a given alphabet A 
(see [7]). We denote by = the smallest congruence of C-algebra which identifies 
every pair of elements of 9 corresponding to an axiom of the K-algebra structure 
and, such that moreover, 
(d*) VkEK, k* . A = (k A)*. 
This brings us to the following definition: 
DEFINITION 11.1. We shall call K-*-algebra of K-rational expressions over the 
alphabet A, and denote by ~&&zt( A ), the K-algebra 91~. 
Note. In &@at(A) we use the usual algebraic notations: particularly, the units 
for + and x will be denoted 0 and 1 (and not Iz/ and /1 anymore). 
In order to state the very basic property of ~,&3at(A), we need to give the 
following definition: if K is Kleene, we call K-*-bound-algebra every K-*-algebra 
which satisfies, moreover, the compatibility condition: 
VkEK, (k. ld)* = k* . l,,. (*g&4) 
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The class of K-*-bound-algebras is obviously a subcategory K-*-bound-Alg of 
K-*-Alg. The following proposition, given without proof, shows now that 
~,&%at(A ) is a universal for K-e-bound-Alg, relative to the set category: 
PROPOSITION II.1 [ll]. Let K be a Kleene semiring, let A be an alphabet, let d 
be a K-*-bound-algebra, and let f be a mapping from A into d. Then, there is a 
unique K-*-morphism Tjirom &,%!at(A) into d which extends f and such that the 
following diagram is commutative (where i is the natural injection): 
A ~&&?at(A) 
Consequence. This proposition allows us to define the K-*-morphism constant 
coefficient, that will be denoted c, from &t$2at(A) into K by: 
VaEA, c(a) = 0. 
Let us define now the mapping CJ from &&&?at(A) into &k,Wat(A) by: b(E) = E* 
for any E in &#at(A). Then, we can consider the family (H,),,, of sub- 
K-algebras of ~t&J2at(A) defined as follows: 
H,=K(A), H,+,=(H,,~(H,)) for every n 2 0. 
The star-height h(E) of EE &,&Zat(A ) is then the smallest n such that 
(2) A K-Basis for &‘,&%at(A) 
(9%) 
EE H,. 
Since it will be a useful tool, we will construct a K-basis for the K-module 
8,@at(A) in this section. But, before constructing it, we shall construct inductively 
a subfamily Y of 9 = F(C, A). At first, let us denote L(0) = A* and let us intro- 
duce the family 9, = (.Y:)~~ LC0J of F defined by: 
Vi E L(O), sp = 
xa,xa,x ... xa,_,a, if w=a,...anEA+ 
A if w=l~A*. 
Let us suppose now that the famililies 9, = (~7)~~ LCmj are constructed for every 
m <n, where n E N. Let us define then 
We can begin to construct Yn + 1. Let $, be the map from the free semigroup 
constructed over KPn = (ks, k E K - (01, s E Pn} into 9, delined by 
Vn> 1, ~,[(k,si,)...(k,s,)]= +klSi,+ .‘. +k,,_Isi,-Ik,sin 
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and let us denote then by .!Z?* the part of (KYn)+ defined by 
9={wE(K~~)+,VoE~,Ijwjl.~lj-KK/i, 
where I( ~(1, is the number of letters of w of the form kd with k E K. Then, we can 
finally define Xn by 
-x, = tinE%l. (1) 
Let us now consider the mapping (P,,+ I from the free monoid constructed over 
z u Xn into 9 inductively defined by (Pi + ,( 1) = A and by 
VzE~“uun,v’wE(~ux~)*, ‘Pn+,(l.w)= xlicp +,(U,) 
{ 
x *&%z+,(~) 
’ n 
Then, we define Yn + , by the relation: 
Y .+1=cp,+m%-Ju~*-~j,*l. 
This induction permits us to define the family 9 by: 
Y= u 9& 
PI>0 
(2) 
(3) 
Hence, if we denote by z the natural projection from 9 in 8,&t(A), we can 
define a family 9 of &“%?at( A ) by 
Vn>O, BR = z(qJ, a= u n(X)=7c(Y). 
B>O 
LEMMA 11.2. Let 4, t be two elements of 9; then, there exists an element b of 9 
such that: n(h) = n(d) .71(t). 
Proof: By definition, there exists some integer n such that: pi, t E $. If n is equal 
to 0, the result to prove is clear. Let us suppose now that n 3 1. Thus, since by 
construction (,X,), a o is an increasing sequence of sets, there exists two words w, 
and w, in (PH_ 1 uXn_,)* -S,*_, such that 
0 = %(W,) and 
Then, b = (PJw, w,) E pn obviously satisfies the 
We can now state the fundamental result of 
L = cp,(w,). 
desired relation. [ 
this section: 
THEOREM 11.3. Let (H,),20 be the family of subalgebras of gKKaat( A) defined 
by (9%). Then, for every n B 0, H,, is a free K-module and admits Ye, as K-basis. 
Proof It is easy to prove by induction on n that 8& generates the K-module H,, 
for every n 20. The difficulty is to show that 8” freely generates H,,. To prove 
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this result, let us introduce the K-algebra of non-commutative polynomials 
9 = KCX,),,, where F = Y - {A} and let us consider the K-algebra morphism 
defined by: 
17: 9 -8&4?at(A) 
x, - n(s). 
Let us consider now an element P of 9 -K. Then, P may be written as 
P=k+ c kJ-,,Xdz..~X,,, where k, # 0 for all 4, 
.I E s 
where S is a finite part of F*. Since Pq! K, it may be easily shown with the 
previous lemma that we can always define tegti such that ZZ(P) =n(t). Thus, 
it allows us to equip B with a K-*-bound-algebra structure by defining P* by 
P* = X,, when P E 9 - K and by P* = k* if P = k E K. Thus, it is easy to check that 
n becomes a K-*-morphism. By Proposition 11.1, we can then also define a 
K-*-morphism A from &,&Sat(A) into 9” by 
VaEA, A(a) =X,. 
By Proposition 11.1, A . II= Id, since this K-*-endomorphism of &,&%‘at( A) is the 
identity on A. By this remark, by the previous definitions, and since A is a 
K-*-morphism, it follows immediately that 
VEs&“9at(A) - K, A(E*) = X+ where x( t ) = E. (*) 
Let us now come back to the proof of K-freeness of Bn. If n =O, there is no 
problem. Thus, we can suppose that n 2 1. Let then I be a finite part of 9(n) and 
let us consider: 
where k,, Ii E K for every i. 
Applying A, we have immediately: 
1 ki A(n(Si)) = C Ii A(xn(Si)). 0-1 
icl iCl 
By (2) and by an easy induction, it can be proved that every n(s) in 9 has 
necessarily the form 
x(s) =a;. . .aL,Ef . ..a. . ..a&E.?a;” . ..a.,‘,:, (n) 
where wi = a’, . . ati is a word, possibly empty, of A* and where Ei E &&at(A) - K 
for every i. By (*) and since A is a K-*-morphism, it follows that 
A(+)) =X,1 . . Xa;, X,,, . . .X,; . . . X,;rXx,,,X,;+~ . . . Xar+l , 
%+I (6) 
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where rc(ti) = E,, . . . . n(L,) = E,. Thus, the relations (FR), (n), and (6) imply easily 
now that we have 
ViG I, k; = 1;. 
Thus, it follows that L%!~ freely generates H, when n 2 1. Hence, this ends the proof 
of our theorem. 1 
Note. Relation (n) and our proof show that 92 is exactly the free submonoid of 
&,&?at(A), generated by A u ~(&&&zt(A) -K). 
COROLLARY 11.4. The K-module &,&%at(A) is free and admits 92 as K-basis. 
Proof: It is an obvious consequence of Theorem 11.3. 1 
Remark. It can be easily proved by Theorem II.3 that the star-height has the 
following natural property: VEE ~&%?ut(A) -K, h(E*) = h(E) + 1. 
(3) Functional properties of 6?k,Wat (A ) 
The universal property of &,Wat(A) allows us to prove different useful and 
natural properties of the K-*-algebra of K-rational expressions: 
PROPOSITION 11.5. Let K be a Kleene semiring, let A, B be two alphabets, and let 
cp be a mapping from A into B. Then, there exists an unique K-*-morphism (Pi from 
&k,Wat(A) in &,&Xat(B> such that the following diagram becomes commutative 
(where i, and i, denote the natural injections): 
i.4 
I I 
ii7 
&&at(A) ‘PR &?&Sat(B) 
Moreover, tf cp is injective (resp. surjective, bijective), then (Pi is also injective (resp. 
surjective, bijective). If C is another alphabet and tf $ is a map from B into C, we 
have 
Proof: The existence and the unicity of (Pi follow from Proposition II.1 used 
with the map cp . ig. The formula (%?b) comes immediately by a unicity argument. 
The last assertions are then. an automatic consequence from (%b) and from the fact 
that a map cp from A to B is injective (resp. surjective) iff there exists a map $ from 
B to A such that cp. + = IdA (resp. $ . cp = Id,). 1 
Consequence. If A c B, the K-*-algebra &,Rat(A) embeds naturally in 
e?,&at(B). We shall use this result implicitely in the sequel. 
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PROPOSITION 11.6. Let K and L be two Kleene semirings, let A be an alphabet, and 
let cp be a semiring morphism from K into L satisfying to (*A). Then, 8L‘,Wat(A) 
is a K-*-bound-algebra if we define: Vk E K, k. E = cp(k) . E. Moreover, there is a 
unique K-*-morphism (Pi from ~,$?at(A) into &gut(A) such that the following 
diagram is commutative (where iK, i,, jK, and j, are the natural injections): 
Moreover, ifq is injective (resp. surjective, bijective), then (Pa is also injective (resp. 
surjective, bijective). Zf C is another alphabet and if$ is a K-*-morphism from B into 
C, we shall have 
Proof: At first, it is easily verified that the operation described above really gives 
to JYLP,Wat(A) a K-*-bound-algebra structure. The existence of (Pi follows then from 
Proposition II.1 applied with i,. Its unicity is an obvious consequence of the fact 
that A generates &#S’at(A) as a K-*-algebra. Finally, the formula (%?b) may be 
proved with the same argument as in Proposition 11.5. But, we must use other 
methods for studying the transmission of injectivity or surjectivity from cp to (Pi. 
Let us first note that when cp is bijective, cp - ’ is a semiring morphism from L into 
K, satisfying (US!). Thus, it is easy to conclude by (Vfi) that (Pi is a bijective 
K-*-morphism. 
Let us suppose that CP is injective. In this case, cp = (p . E, where (p is the bijective 
semiring morphism from K into q(K) corresponding to cp and where I is the natural 
injection from q(K) into L. By (W/Z) and by the previous case, we can obviously 
restrict ourselves to suppose that Kc L and that cp is the natural injection from K 
into L. We now prove that qPR is injective under these assumptions. Let us consider 
then the L-algebra dp=&,@?at(A)@, L. We can equip 2’ with a L-*-bound- 
algebra structure by defining: 
ifx=E@lwithEEk?&&?at(A) 
ifx=l@IwithZEL 
if not. 
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It is easy to see that our definition is consistant. By Proposition 11.1, there exists, 
therefore, a L-*-morphism Ic/ from gL9?al(A) into 9 such that 
VaEA, f+b(a) = a @ 1. 
Let us now study the mapping rc = (Pi. $ from JTK9?at(A) into 9. It is easy to 
see that the image of rc is a K-*-subalgebra of 9, generated by the elements a@ 1 
for a E A. Thus, the inclusion follows easily, 
n(~,&‘!at(A)) c S(&,&%at(A)), 
where 9 denotes the natural mapping from &&fat(A) into Y defined by 
9(E)= E@ 1 for every E in &,&‘h?at(A). Here, 9 is in fact a K-*-morphism. 
Moreover, 9 is an injective mapping by Proposition I.2 and Corollary 11.4. Thus, 
the mapping rc. 9-l = cpR. I) .9 ~ ’ is a K-*-endomorphism of &,&@at( A) which is 
the identiy on A. By Proposition 11.1, it is the identity on &#at(A). It follows 
immediately that (Pi is an injective K-*-morphism. 
Let us suppose finally that cp is surjective; then, it is easy to show that 
cp,(&?&at(A)) is an L-algebra. Thus, it is a L-*-subalgebra of &LB?at(A), which 
contains A. It follows immediately that &“Wat(A) = cp,(d”Bat(A)). Hence, this 
shows that (Pi is surjective. 1 
Consequence. If Kc L, the K-*-algebra &,9at(A) embeds naturally in 
E,Sat(A). We shall use this result in the sequel. It is to be noted that this natural 
result is rather tricky. We do not know if there is a simpler argument than the one 
given above to prove it. 
(4) Proper K-Rational Expressions 
When K is a general semiring, the previous construction is not possible, since we 
cannot interpret now in K(( A*)) the star of an expression whose constant 
coefficient is not zero. Thus, we give a new construction in the general case. Let us 
consider again the set C defined in Subsection (1) and the free C-algebra F 
over A. We denote here by E the smallest congruence of the C-algebra F which 
identifies every pair of elements of 9 corresponding to an axiom of the K-algebra 
structure such that: 
Hence, we can consider the quotient C-algebra 9 = F/E which naturally has a 
structure of K-*-algebra. An adapted version of Proposition II.1 can be given for 9. 
Thus, we can define a K-*-morphism c from 9’ into 9 by 
VaEA, c(a) = 0. 
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Let us also denote by 4 the mapping from 9 into 9 defined by s(E) = E* for any 
E in 8. Hence, we can define the following sequence (PH,), p 0 of sub-K-algebras 
of ~8&3zt( A ) by the relations: 
PH,=K(A), PH,+,=(PH,,il(PH,nKerc)) for nk0. 
Finally, we define the K-algebra of proper K-rational expressions and denote by 
.CW,&kt(A), the filtered (see [4]) K-algebra: 
98t&?at(A)= IJ PH,. 
?l>O 
Note. The star-height h(E) of a proper K-rational expression E in 9’8,&?at( A) 
is the smallest integer n such that E lies in PH,. 
The above construction was only given in order to restrict the star to expressions 
with zero constant coefficient. Let us now define a K-*-O-bound-algebra d as a 
K-*-algebra such that 
C&*0) (o,)* = l& 
holds &‘. Thus, we can state the universal property of 98t@at( A) : 
PROPOSITION II.7 [ 111 Let K be a general semiring, let A be an alphabet, let _c$ 
be a K-*-O-bound-algebra and let f be a mapping from A in d. Then, there exists a 
unique K-morphism from B&&?at(A> into d satisfying 
tJE~9~?r@!at(A), c(E)=O*f(E*)= [f(E)]* (2=J0 
and extending f, such 
natural injection): 
that the following diagram becomes commutative (where i is the 
Notes. (1) A K-morphism from 98,&t(A) into a K-*-O-bound-algebra 
satisfying to (_Y&!) will be said to be a local K-*-morphism. 
(2) We can easily prove by induction on the star-height that the K-morphism 
c takes its values in K. We call it constant coefficient morphism. 
When K is Kleene, two objects are now defined 9&t&zt(A) and &?#at(A). 
Since &‘t&%at( A) is a K-*-O-bound-algebra, there exists a unique local K-*-morphism 
i, from 98~9at(A) into 8,&%?at(A) such that 
VaEA, i,(a) = a. 
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It can be shown (see [ll]) that i, is injective; it follows that we can embed 
Sc$%?at(A )into &#at( A) when K is Kleene. 
Let us finally indicate that all the properties of Subsections (2) and (3) can be 
easily transposed to P&#?at(A). We let the reader state the corresponding 
propositions; we can adapt without problems for 96”‘9at(A) the proofs given for 
&&%Tat(A). Let us note that we will often refer in the sequel particularly to the 
adapted version of Proposition 11.6. 
III. K-RATIONAL IDENTITIES 
(1) Interpretation 
Let us suppose first that K is Kleene. Then, we shall call interpretation, and 
denote by sA (or E if it is not ambiguous), the unique K-*-morphism from 
&&%at(A) into K((A*)) defined according to Proposition II.1 by 
VaEA, EA(a) = a. (int) 
Let us suppose now that K is a general semiring. We may equip K(( A*)) with 
a K-*-O-bound-algebra structure by defining: 
V’SeK(A*>, 
if x(S) # 0 
as usual if x(S) = 0. 
Thus, by Proposition 11.7, there is an unique local K-*-morphism sA from 
P&,&@at(A ) into K((A*)) defined by the relations (int). But, the two morphisms 
E .x and c are local K-*-morphisms from S&,&Slat(A) into K which are equal to 
zero on A. Thus, by Proposition 11.7, they are equal. Thus, it follows that 
VE~9&&4?at(A), c(E) = 0 *x(&(E)) = 0. 
This implies that for every proper K-rational expression E with zero constant 
coefficient, the star of E(E) is taken in the usual sense. Thus, this allows us to define 
the interpretation as the unique K-morphism, denoted sA or more simply E, from 
PJ?#at(A) into K((A*)) such that 
VEE.P&@?~~(A), c(E)=O*X(E(E))=O and E(E*) = [E(E)]* 
and satisfying the relation (int) on the letters of A. 
Remarks. (1) When K is Kleene, it is easy to prove with Proposition II.7 that 
the restriction to P&&?fat( A) of the interpretation in &Bat(A ) is equal to the 
interpretation of B&#at(A ). This justifies the same denotation. 
(2) In both cases, it is clear that the image of E in K((A*)) is KRat(A). 
(3) By Proposition II.1 or 11.7, it follows easily that the constant coefficient 
of a K-rational expression is the constant coefficient of its interpretation. 
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(2) Substitutions 
When K is Kleene, we shall call substitution of &&ut( A ) (resp. in K(( A* )) ) 
every K-*-morphism from 8&zt( A ) into itself (resp. into K(( A* )) ). 
If K is a general semiring, we can equip B~,&‘at(A ) or K((A* )), using the same 
method as in the previous section, with a K-*-O-bound-algebra structure. It allows 
us to call proper substitution of ?J’&,&?at( A) (resp. in K(( A* ))) any local 
K-*-morphism cs from S&‘&%2zt(A) into itself (resp. K((A*))) such that 
VaEA, c(o(a)) = 0 (resp. x(0(a)) = 0). (94) 
Using the same argument as in the previous section, we can then prove that 
VE E B&,&S!at (A ), c(E)=O*c(a(E))=O (resp. ~(a( E)) = 0). 
It follows that the star of o(E) when c(E) = 0, i.e., in the only case when E* is 
defined here, is always taken in the usual sense. 
PROPOSITION III. 1. Let K be a Kleene (resp. general) semiring and let o be a 
(resp. proper) substitution of ~,&S?at(A) (resp. S&,&S?at(A)) in K((B*)). Then, 
there exists an unique K-*-morphism (resp. local K-*-morphism) ii such that the 
following diagram is commutative: 
&,&@at(A) (resp. B8,&&zt(A)) A K<B*> 
,,1,,, H 
Proof. We first do the proof when K is Kleene. Thus, let us consider a 
c-complete semiring (X, +, x , C) of which K is a *-stable subsemiring. Using the 
previous notations, let us define now S, = 1 and 
Qw=a,...a,,EA+, SW = n S,? where S, = a(a) for SEA. 
O<i<H 
We suppose at first that A is a linite alphabet. Thus, we can define a X-linear 
map 6 from X((A*)) into X(( B*)) by 
Since X(( B* )) is c-complete and A is finite, this definition makes sense because 
A* is then countable. Let us prove that 6 is a morphism of c-complete semirings. 
Let U, V be two series of %((A*)); we first have to check that 
6( UV) = 6(U) . cq V). (9) 
571/45/3-9 
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Then let LEA* and let us compute (B(UV) ( t): 
wsA* WEA' uu=w 
=; (VI u).(Vl u)*(&S, I t> 
=c 1 (UI u).(~l ~).<fL IP)~(S,I 4) 
U,” pq=t 
= c [C(~l.i-(~,l~)]-[~(Vl~).(S.lq)] 
/q=f u ” 
Thus, the relation (9) is verified. Let now (TJie, be a countable family of series in 
X<A*)). Let us prove then that 
T=z Ti * 6(T)=x c?(T,). (9) 
iel iSI 
Let us consider then u E A* and let us compute (8(T) I u). We have therefore by 
the Fubini property of c-complete semirings (cf. [lo]): 
=~,~~*(r,iw).(S,lu)=~( c (Tilw) 
iel wtA* 
Thus, this proves (9). Hence, 8 is a c-complete semiring morphism. Let us 
consider then the restriction 6 of 6 to KRat(A). Since 6 is in particular a 
K-*-morphism, it follows that ci: is a K-*-morphism from KRat( A) into K((B*)). 
Moreover, since the two K-*-morphisms D and sA . r3 are equal on A, they are equal 
by Proposition 11.1. This proves the existence of a K-*-morphism 5 with the desired 
properties. Its unicity is obvious. 
Let us suppose now that A is infinite. Then, for every finite subset F of A, there 
exists a unique K-*-morphism 5, from KRat( F) into K((B*)) such that 
sF. tfF = oF (1 ), where (TV denotes the restriction of 0 to &.%at( F). The unicity of 
gF allows us to show that if Fc G are finite subsets of A, cYF and CG coincide on 
KRat( F) since these two K-*-morphisms satisfy (1). This allows us to construct a 
K-*-morphism c7 from KRat( A) into K(( B* )) by 
VEE KRat((A*)), 3Fc A, IFJ < +co, EE KRat(F) 3 C(E) =5,(E). 
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It can be now shown as above that the relation Ed. 0 = ts holds and that 5 is 
unique with this property. 
Let us suppose now that K is a general semiring. The proof in the previous case 
shows that we can suppose A to be finite. Here, since r~ is a proper substitution, we 
can define by the relation (99) a K-linear map 8 from K(( A* )) in K(( B* )) as 
previously. Indeed, since here all the series S, have a zero constant coefficient, it 
follows that 
QwEA*, [WI < Ju[ =S (S, IO) =o. 
Thus, we have immediately: 
1 kv(Swlv)= 1 k,(S,lv). 
WEA* IWI < IUI 
This gives therefore a meaning to the relation (9F) in this case. Thus, 8 is well 
defined. Moreover, let us note that the previous formula also shows that 8(S) has 
a zero constant coefficient when (S ) 1) = 0. This remark and the arguments given 
in the Kleene case easily allow us to show that d is a local K-*-morphism. It follows 
that the restriction 6 of 6 to KRat(( A*)) is a local K-*-morphism. We can now 
conclude as above, using here Proposition 11.7. i 
COROLLARY 111.2. Let K be a Kleene (resp. general) semiring and let a be a (resp. 
proper) substitution of &,&@at(A) (resp. B&#at(A)) in &&?at(B) (resp. 
86”,Wat(B)). Then, there exists a unique (resp. local) K-*-morphism 0 from 
KRat(A) into KRat(B) such that the diagram is commutative: 
8t&%at(A) (resp. 9e?,Wat(A))~ &r&at(B) (resp. B&&at(B)) 
E‘4 
I 
EB 
I 
KRat(A) 0 b KRat(B) 
Moreover, if o is surjective, then ci is also surjective. Zf t is another (resp. local) 
K-*-morphism of &‘&at(B) (resp. 9Vr@at( B)) in e?&?at( C) (resp. S&?t@at( C)), 
we also have 
iE=CE ew 
Proof: We do the proof only when K is Kleene since it is similar in the general 
case. At first, it is obvious to note that (T f cB is in all cases a substitution from 
&,&at(A) into K(( B*)). By Proposition III.1 applied to it, we obtain the exist- 
ence of a morphism 6 from KRat(A) into K((B*)) with the desired properties. 
The unicity of 5 is obvious and the formula (%9) follows immediately by a unicity 
argument. Let us suppose now that cr is surjective. Then, every letter b of B is the 
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image by o of an expression Et, over A. Thus, we can define a K-*-morphism z from 
&,&@at(B) into J&%?at(A) by 
VbEB, z(b) = E, 
By construction, 7. CT is the identity on B. Thus, r . CT is equal to the identity 
mapping by Proposition 11.1. It follows by (VY) and by a unicity argument that 
Z. 6 is the identity on KRat(( B*)). Thus, it follows that 6 is surjective. 1 
Note. The injectivity of e does not imply the injectivity of 5. Indeed, if we 
consider the proper substitution (T from .Y$%?at(a) into 9~zB?aat(a) defined by 
o(a) = a* - 1 -a. a*, 
it can be shown (using the E-basis of Section 11.2) that (i is injective. But, 5 is the 
zero map on ZRat(u) which is not quite injective. We think that the previous 
property might be true if the basis semiring K is positive. 
(3) K-Rational-Identities 
DEFINITION 11.1. Let K be a Kleene (resp. a general) semiring and let E, F be 
two (resp. proper) K-rational expressions over A. Then, the couple (E, F) is said to 
be a K-rational identity and will be denoted by E xA F (or more simply E z F), if 
and only if E(E) = E(F). 
Note. The set of all K-rational identities will be denoted by Id,Wut(A). 
PROPOSITION 11.3. Let K be a Kleene (resp. a general) semiring, let A, B be 
alphabets, let E, F be elements of ~t&2?ut(A > (resp. of 98t&kt (A >) and let o, z be 
substitutions (resp. proper substitutions) from ~&Z&zt( A) (resp. ~&&%?ut(A )) 
respectively in K((B*)) and in &&S?at(B) (resp. S)&K54?ut(B>). Then, we have 
(i) Ez:, I;+ a(E) = o(F) 
(ii) E %A F= z(E) CZ~ z(F). 
Proof It is an easy consequence of Propositions III.1 and 111.2. 1 
IV. DEDUCTIONS 
(1) Deductibility 
DEFINITION IV.l. Let K be a Kleene (resp. a general) semiring and let & be a 
K-rational identities system. An d-deduction (of length n) is a finite sequence 
(si, Ti)is [O,n]l of K-rational identities such that for every i, one of the following 
conditions holds: 
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(D,) 3j,k<i,Si=Sj+Skand Ti=Tj+T,orSi=SjS,and Ti=TjTk 
(D,) 3j<i, 3kEK, S;=k.S, and Ti=k.Tj or Si=(Sj)* and Ti=(Tj)* 
(D4) Si = Ti or 3j-=z i, (Si, T,) = (Tj, Sj) or 3j, k < i, (Sj, Tj) = (Si, U) and 
(Sk, Tk)=(u, Ti) 
(D5) 3j< i and a (resp. proper) substitution C, Si = a(Sj) and Ti = a( T,). 
A K-rational identity (E, F) is said to be a d-consequence iff there is a 
&-deduction which ends with it. 
Notation. If a K-rational identity (E, F) is a d-consequence, we shall use one 
of the following notations: 
d +- (E, F) or z- (E, F). 
Remark. By previous results, it is clear that our definition makes sense, i.e., that 
the terms of an d-deduction are necessarily K-rational identities. 
PROPOSITION IV.l. Let K be a Kleene (resp. a general) semiring, let d be a 
K-rational identities system, and let =& be the relation on J?k9at( A) (resp. on 
9%‘,&I?at( A)) defined by 
E=,Fod+-EcF. 
Then, =& is the finest congruence of the K-*-algebra &k,Wat(A) (resp. of the 
K-algebra 98k93at(A) such that for every K-rational expressions E, F with zero 
constant coefficient, E -& F implies E* =& F*) among those which are stable for 
every (resp. proper) substitution and which identzfy the elements of d. 
Proof: The proof is easy and is left to the reader. 1 
(2) K-Rational Identity System 
DEFINITION IV.2. Let A c B be two alphabets and let d = (Ei, Fi)ic, be a 
system of K-rational identities of &k’,Wat(B) (resp. of 98K.%at( B)). We then define 
Ded(&) = {(E, F) E Id,2at(A), d + E= F} 
the set of the zZ-consequences. We say, therefore, that 
- d is a complete system for A iff Ded(d) = Id&?at(A). 
- ~4 is a closed system iff ViEI, (Ei, Fj)$Ded((Ej, Fj)j.,_lil). 
Remarks. (1) A K-rational identity (E, F) is said to be independent from a 
system d of K-rational identities iff (E, F)$Ded(d). It explains why we speak 
equivalently of a closed system or of a system of independent identities. 
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(2) Two K-rational identities systems X and dp are said to be equivalent iff 
Ded(X) = Ded(9). It is easy to show that X and 9 are equivalent iff every iden- 
tity of X is ?&‘-deductible and every identity of dp is X-deductible. Then, we shall 
use the notation: X H 9. 
Note. To find complete and closed systems of K-rational identities over B for A 
is one of the basic problems of our deduction theory. Up to now, this problem is 
only solved when K is a ring (see [ 11, 123). Nevertheless, the also important 
problem of finding “good” complete systems is solved when K = 43 (see [ 131). 
PROPOSITION IV.2. Let A c B be two alphabets and let d = (Ej, Fi)ic, be a system 
of K-rational identities over B. Then, for every i in Z, we have 
Proof: We let the reader prove this easy result. u 
COROLLARY IV.3. Let A c B be two alphabets. Then, the complete and closed 
K-rational identities systems over B for A are exactly the minimal complete systems 
(i.e., if we suppress an identity, they do not remain complete). 
Proof It is an easy consequence of Proposition IV.2. 1 
Remark. The existence of complete systems is obvious since the set of all the 
rational identities forms such a system. But, the general problem of the existence of 
complete and closed systems is much more difficult. Let us note that it is easy to 
prove the existence of maximal closed systems using Zorn’s theorem, but it is not 
clear that such a system is complete. 
EXAMPLE. It is not true that in general a closed and complete system can be 
extracted from a complete system as we shall now show. In order to construct such 
an example, we shall anticipate the sequel. Indeed, let us consider the following 
system which is a closed and complete system (cf. [S, 131 and Theorem V.7) of 
$&rational identities over {a, b} for 6$Rat(a), 
(M(a, b)) (ab)* x 1+ a(ba)*b, (S(a, b)) (a + b)* z (a*b)*a* 
(Pp(a))p,,q a* s C ai .(aP)*, ( > p-i=0 
where B = {P~}~.~* denotes the set of prime integers. Let us consider then the 
countably infinite alphabet B = {a, 6, c, d} u { ai} ,E N* and let us deline then 
PO = Ma, b), P, = M(a, b) . S(c, d), 
i&l 
Pi=M(a, b).S(c, d). n P(aj) for i32, 
j=l 
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where the product is taken in &&Wat(B) x &@at(B). Since the previous system 
was complete, it is easy to prove that the system P = (Pi)i> 0 remains complete for 
{u}. But, it is clear that 
Vifz N, Pi+P,_*. 
With this last property, it can be easily shown that P is a complete system of 
&?-rational identities for (u} which has not any closed subsystem. 
(3) Models 
Let K be a Kleene (resp. general) semiring and let A! be a K-*-bound (resp. 
K-*-O-bound) algebra. Then, for every x = (xO)(IEA E&‘~, E~,~ will be the unique 
(resp. local) K-*-morphism from ~Y&%zt( A ) (resp. 9&92ut (A )) into 4 such that 
VUEA, %,,(4 = x0. 
DEFINITION IV.3. Let A be an alphabet, let K be a Kleene (resp. a general) 
semiring and let & be a set of K-rational identities over A. We call model of d 
every K-*-bound (resp. K-*-O--bound) algebra A such that we have 
Vxe AA, V(E, F) E d, c&E) = &&,.x(F). 
Remark. Proposition III.3 says therefore that K((A*)) is a model for every 
K-rational identity system. 
The following result is very important since it will allow us to prove that an iden- 
tity (E, F) is not a consequence of a given system d. Indeed, it will suflice by it to 
construct a model A’ for d which is not a model for d u (E, F). 
PROPOSITION IV.4. Let K be a Kleene (resp. a general) semiring, let d be a 
system of K-rational identities over A and let &f be a model of d. Then, for every 
A-uple X = (X,),,A in AA, we have 
V(E, F) E Id,.%?ut(A), at’ + (E, F) * &x,x(E) = q,JF). @JO 
Proof. We suppose that K is Kleene since the other case is similar. To prove 
(22&‘), we use an induction on the length 1 of a d-deduction. More precisely, we 
show for every 1 E N that if (E, F) is d-deductible by a &-deduction of length 1, 
then we have 
vX=(Xa).~A~ c&E) = ~,&9 
Since A is a model for d, the previous property is true when I= 1. The step 
between 1 and I+ 1 raises only a problem with substitutions; we have to prove that 
if (E, F)~1d,Wut(A) and if c is a substitution of 8&%ut(A), then 
vx = (x,),, A E dA, c,sr.,(E) = ~~,r.~(F) - ~.,,r,x(W)) = cz,,(WN. 
To prove this result, let x = (x,),,~ E AA and let us define 
QuEA, Ya = E&z,.Jfl(u)). 
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By Proposition 11.1, there is a unique K-*-morphism from &K’,Wat(A ) in A which 
associates y, to every letter a E A. From this unicity, it follows that 
a.M, Y =o.~~,_~j~E~~~icaat(A), G&(E)) = &.A/, b.(E). 
The result to prove now becomes obvious. Thus, it ends our induction. 1 
The notion of the model introduced above comes clearly from the same notion 
in first-order logic. The analogy existing between first-order logic and our theory of 
deduction suggest also the following completeness result: 
PROPOSITION IV.5 (Completeness for K-rational expressions). Let A be an 
alphabet, let K be a Kleene (resp. a general) semiring, let sc2 be a K-rational identity 
system of cQ%?at(A) (resp. S%‘,&at(A)), and let (E, F) be a K-rational identity. 
Then, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) &‘I-EEF 
(ii) Every model of ~4 is a model of d u {(E, F)} 
(iii) For every model Jt! of d, we have 
vx = (x,), E A E JA, E&E) = &&,x(F). 
Prooj We argue when K is a Kleene, since the proof is similar in the general 
case. Let us notice first that the equivalence between (ii) and (iii) obviously comes 
from Definition IV.3. In the same way, (i) G- (iii) follows from Proposition IV.4. 
Finally, we just have to prove that (iii) implies (i). To show this implication, let us 
consider the congruence z& introduced in Proposition IV.1 and let us define the 
K-*-bound-algebra: 
8” = &&‘at( A >/-.&. 
Let then z& denote the canonical projection of d”&zt( A) in 8&. If we define now 
a= (~.A~)),,,~ it is therefore clear by Proposition II.1 that 
JtS# = a&.$+, I) (1) 
since these two K-*-morphisms from &,&%at(A ) in J?& are equal on A. It follows 
easily that Ed is a model for d. Thus, by (iii) and by (l), we obtain 
x&(E) = z~(F) o E -& F. (2) 
But, by Proposition IV.l, this means exactly that the K-rational identity (E, F) is a 
d-consequence. Thus, this ends our proof. 1 
COROLLARY IV.6. Let K be a Kleene (resp. a general) semiring and let (E, F) be 
a K-rational identity. Then, the following assertions are equivalent: 
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(i) E=F 
(ii) (21 I- (E, F) 
(iii) For every K-*-bound (resp. O-bound) algebra Jz‘, we have 
vx = (x,) E “HA, E&E) = EM,*_(F). 
Proof. (i) =S (ii) is obvious. (iii) o (ii) comes from Proposition IV.5, applied 
with & = a. To obtain (iii)*(i), it sullices to apply (iii) with &?=&,@at(A) 
(resp. 98’P,aat(A)) and x=(a),,,. 1 
Let us end this section by showing that a Kleene semiring which is also a 
K-*-bound-algebra over a Kleene semiring, is a model for every K-rational identity. 
It can be seen as a generalization of Proposition 111.3. 
DEFINITION IV.4. Let K be a Kleene semiring. Then, a K-algebra d is said to be 
a K-C-algebra iff it is a *-stable sub-K-algebra of a K-algebra % which, equipped 
with C , w is a c-complete semiring and a K-*-bound-algebra. 
PROPOSITION IV.7. Let d be a K-C-algebra over a Kleene semiring K. Then, d 
is a model for every K-rational identity. 
ProoJ: We take here the notations of Definition IV.4. Let then x = (x,),,~ be a 
A-uple in dA and let us define a K-morphism cp from K((A* )) into G$ by 
VSE K<(A* >>, cp(S) = c” (S I WI ‘X&v, 
&VGA’ 
where x, is defined for every w E A* by 
x&v = x,, . ..X&EE with a, . ..a.= w. 
We now prove that cp is a *-morphism. Let S be in K((A*)). Then, by the proper- 
ties of a c-complete semiring and by the Fubini formula (cf. [lo]), we have the 
following relations: 
cp(s*)= 1” c” 1 (S I w,)...(S I WJ*L 
weA* nsN ,v,~..wn=,v 
= ,;y ,,z!; 1 (S I %bL;-(~ I W,).X% 
“I ++‘!I = 11’ 
= .;; w;w 1 (Sl Wl)~-L,~~~(~l W,).X,” 
?? w,...)+J”=w 
= “;; [ .;: (S I WI. x_]” = (da)*. 
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Thus, it follows that cp is a K-*-morphism from K<(A*)) into %2. Since ~4 is an 
*-stable sub-K-algebra of 59, it follows here that cp restricted to KRat(( A * )) has its 
image in z&‘. But, since ~4 is a K-*-bound-algebra by the assumption, we deduce 
from Proposition II.1 that the following diagram is commutative: 
since the two K-*-morphisms E. cp and Ed,, have the same images over A. Let now 
(E, F) be a K-rational identity over A. Thus, we have immediately: 
44 = s(F) * VCWI = vC4F)I *Ed,,(E) = E.&,,(F). (3) 
This means exactly that yc4 is a model of the identity (E, F) since (3) is true for 
every A-uple x of elements of &. Thus, this proves our proposition. 1 
Remark. When K is a general semiring, it can be proved that every 
which is also a Kleene semiring is a model for every K-rational identity. 
V. THE CLASSICAL AXIOMS 
(1) Presentation of the Classical Axioms 
Conway introduced in [S] a system of g-rational identities that 
K-algebra 
he called 
classical axioms. We shall show now that these identities are in fact valid over every 
semiring K. 
PROPOSITION V.l. Let K be a Kleene semiring. Then, the following identities are 
satisfied in K: 
(S) Vx, y E K, (x + y)* = (x*y)*x* 
(M) Vx,yeK, (xy)*=l+x(yx)*y 
(p(n)) VX.EK, x*=(xn)*. for n> 1. 
Proof At first, let us consider (Xx, +, x , C) a c-complete semiring in which K 
is a *-stable subsemiring. The proofs of (M) and (P(n)) are elementary and use only 
basic properties of C. The proof of (S) is more difficult; it can be obtained by an 
adapted version of Kuich’s method (see [8]), who proved this relation in a less 
general frame, if we use the Fubini theorem (cf. [lo]) to prove the preliminary 
lemmas of Kuich. 1 
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‘Remark. In a Kleene semiring K, we always have by (M): 
VkEK, k*=l+k.k*. 
This shows that the star of an element of K is never equal to zero. 
When K is a Kleene, K((A*)) is also Kleene by Proposition 1.3. Thus, the 
previous relations are true in K(( A* >. This justifies the definition: 
DEFINITION V.l. Let K be a Kleene semiring. Then, by Proposition V.l, 
the following pairs of expressions of ~?#at(a, b) form a system of K-rational 
identities, called classical identity (or axiom) system and denoted %?: 
(S) 
04) 
(a + b)* z (a*b)* . a* 
(ab)* cz 1 + a(ba)*b 
(P(n)) 
n-1 
a* z (a”)*. ( 1 z. ui for n> 1. 
We now show that these rational identities remain valid when they are 
considered over an arbitrary semiring K. We therefore need: 
PROPOSITION V.2. Let K be a semiring and let nK be the semiring morphism from 
N into K which associates n ’ 1, with n E N. If we define n. E = nnK(n). E for E in 
B&,&at(A), this K-algebra inherits of a N-*-O-bound-algebra structure. By 
Proposition 11.7, there exists hence a local N-*-morphism, denoted ti,, from 
9%?&2at(A) into S&&‘at(A) which sends each letter aE A onto a. Then, for every 
E, F in 9’&&%at(A), we have 
EzF in88N92at(A)=+il,(E)~~il,(F) in9V&S’at(A). 
qroof Let us consider sK (resp. Ed) the interpretation of Y&&at(A) (resp. 
9~N~ut(A)) into K((A*)) (resp. into N((A*))) and let it the N-algebra 
morphism from N ((A* )) into K(( A* )) defined by 
VSEN((A*)),VWEA*, E(S)= 1 XKC(S I w)lw* 
wsA* 
It is easy to see that 71 is a local N-*-morphism. Thus, by Proposition 11.7, 
lCK.EK=EN . it, since they are two local N-*-morphism from 9&9at(A) into 
K((A*)) which are equal on A. This means that we have a commutative diagram: 
.9%?&4?at(A) A K((A*)) 
n/C I 1% 
.YgN3?at(A) A N((A*)) 
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Now let be E, F in ._?Y&%?at( A) such that E z F. Thus, we have 
EN(E) = EN(F) * %(&N(E)) = $&N(F)) * cK(zK((E)) = &~(fii_K(F)). 
It means exactly that fK(E)zcK(F) in ~~,&3?at(A). Our proposition follows. 1 
Remark. The proposition above shows that a N-rational identity is universal, 
since it remains a K-rational identity by embedding in an arbitrary semiring. 
Let us denote JV” = N u {co > equipped with the c-complete semiring structure 
where every infinite sum is put to co. Thus, by the results of Section II, 
9%5&Bat(A) embeds in 9VMWat(A) which embeds itself in 8”VeWat(A). But, if 
we consider them as N-rational expressions, the classical axioms are in fact a 
system of proper N-rational expressions. Since .N is Kleene, they are true in 
f,Bat(A) and thus in 9&&,9at(A). By the previous proposition, we can state 
now: 
DEFINITION V.2. Let K be a general semiring. Then, the axiom system (M), 
(S) and (I’(n)),,l of Definition V.l is a system of K-rational identities over 
B&&at (A ) which is still called classical axiom system and denoted %. 
Let us end this presentation of the classical axioms by introducing two axioms 
which are (M)-consequences, but play an important role in deductions: 
(A,) a* zlfa.a* and (Ad) a* xl+a*.a. 
Remark. We introduce the left and right versions above since we shall see in the 
next section that they are independent when K is Kleene or positive. 
(2) Independence of the Classical Axioms 
In this section, we are going to study the relative independence of the classical 
axioms. Let us note that our independence results will be obtained essentially when 
K is Kleene or positive. Indeed, they become false when K is a ring for instance 
since every identity is then an (A,) or (A,)-consequence (see [ 121). 
PROPOSITION V.3. Let K be a positive semiring. Then, we have 
(M) is independent from the identities (S) A (P(n))n, 1. 
Proof Let us first recall that if K is positive it is possible to embed it in the 
c-complete semiring X = Ku {co } defined in Section I. By the results of Section II, 
98#at( A ) can be embedded in 98x Wat( A) which embeds in gX9at( A). 
Thus, we can restrict ourselves to the supposition that K is a positive Kleene 
semiring in order to prove the proposition. Let us now consider the semiring 
&‘=Ku{cr} h w ose laws are defined by extension of the laws of K and by 
VkE K- (01, k.cr=a, o.u=o, a.cf+=a 
VkEK, k+cr=a, LX-i-a=a. 
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We extend also the star of K to A by defining c1* = 0. Since K is positive, it can 
be easily shown that A! has a K-*-bound-algebra structure. Moreover, since K is 
Kleene, the identities associated with the classical axioms will be satisfied for every 
x, y in K by Proposition V.l. To study them in A, it will suffice to see how they 
are satisfied when CI occurs. Hence, it is easy to check first that the identities 
corresponding to (S) and (P(n)),,,, are satisfied in A?. But, (M) is not satisfied in 
A%’ since we have 
(a.l)*=a*=o and l+cc(l.cc)*l=l+a~O=l. 
Thus, since A’ is a model of (S) and (P(n)),, I, where (M) is not valid, it follows 
by Proposition IV.4 that (M) is not a consequence of (S) A (P(n)),, 1. This proves 
our result. t 
PROPOSITION V.4. Let K be a Kleene or a positive semiring. Then, we have 
(S) is independent of the identities (M) and (P(n)),, 1. 
Proof: Using the same method as in Proposition V.3, we can restrict ourselves 
to the supposition that K is Kleene (but not necessarily positive). Let us consider 
now the semiring X = (0) u (K - (0)) x 99, which is equal to the product semiring 
X x 98 in which (0,O) is identified to (0, 1). We can give it a K-algebra structure 
by 
Vk, 1~ K, VbEB, k . (1, b) = (kl, b). 
Let us now define the star of every element of X by 
VkEK,VbEB, (k, b)* = (k*, b). 
It is clear that A’” is a K-*-bound-algebra. It can be also easily checked that the 
identities corresponding to (P(n)), , 1 and to (M) are satisfied in X. But, (S) is not 
valid in X since we have 
((l,l)+(l,O))*=(l, l)*=(l*, 1) 
By Proposition IV.4, our proposition follows easily. 1 
We proved therefore the independence of (S) and of (M) relative to the other 
classical axioms in a quite general framework. We are interested now in the 
independence of the identities (P(n)) for n 2 2. 
PROPOSITION V.5 (Conway [S]). Let K be a semiring. Then, we have 
Vn,mEN*-{l}, P(n) A P(m) + P(nm). 
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Proof Let n and m be in N* - { 1 }. Thus, we have 
P(n) + a* x (a”)* (‘f’ qi) and 
i=O 
P(m) t- (a”)* x (a”m)* ( mf’ &). 
i=O 
Thus, we deduce that 
P(n) A P(m) + a* a (unm) . ( mfl gi) . ( ‘il &) = (gm)* . (“‘5 ’ ai). 
i=o i=O i=o 
The proposition follows immediately. 1 
Consequence. Thus, the identities (P(n)),, , are not all independent. If S is the 
set of prime integers, the result above shows that 
(P(P)),,, H (P(n)),>i, 
Thus, it is now natural to look on the independence of every P(p) for p~9 
relative to the other classical axioms. This problem is solved by the next proposi- 
tion, proved at first by Conway in [S] when K= 99. But, before we give our 
proposition, let us introduce the notation: 
DEFINITION V.3. Let K be a positive Kleene semiring, let n be in N* and let L 
be the semiring K[a]/(a” E 1). We shall denote by dn(K) the K-*-bound-algebra 
L u {a}, whose laws are defined by extension of the laws of K and by 
Vm E d”(K), m + a = tl, vmEd(K)- {O}, m.a=ccandO.a=O; 
VPE L, p*= 
k* if P=kEK, 
and cI*=cI. 
CI if not, 
Notes. (1) L = K[a]/u” 5 1 is exactly the semiring of one variable polynomial 
over K, of degree <II, where the identity u” = 1 is assumed. 
(2) The positivity of K is essential in order that z&(K) satisfy all the laws of 
the K-algebra structure. 
PROPOSITION V.6 (Conway [S]). Let K be a positive semiring. Then we have for 
every prime integer p E 9, 
(P(p)) is independent of the identities (S), (M), and (P(q)),,,_(p). 
ProoJ Arguing as in Proposition V.3, we can suppose that K is a Kleene 
positive semiring. Then let p be a prime number in 8. We now show that the 
K-*-bound-algebra a$(K) is a model for all classical axioms, except for (P(p)). At 
first, it is easy to see that, for any q #p E 9, we have 
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Indeed, if x is in K, this identity is satisfied since K is Kleene. In the same way, if 
x = a, (1) is obviously true. Finally, if x is in L-K, it is easy to see with the 
positivity of K that x4 is still is L-K; thus, the two members of (1) are equal to 
01. This ends proving ( 1) when q #p. Moreover, (1) is not satisfied when q =p, since 
we have 
c(*=C? and (an).(nZ1,r)=l*.~~‘rigL. 
i=O i=O 
It is also obvious by checking that the identity associated with (M) is true in 
J$(K). Thus, we just have to see that the identity corresponding to (S) is valid in 
J$(K). Then let x, y be in &JK); we have to check that 
(x +y)* = (x*y)*x*. (2) 
If x or y equals a, the two members of (2) are equal to ~1, since a star in K, and 
thus in J$~(K), is never zero. If x and y are in L, the positivity of K implies that 
x + y is in K iff x and y are in K. Then, if x and y are in K, (2) follows by 
Proposition V.l. If not, at least one of the two elements x or y is not in K, in this 
case, it is easily checked by a study of all situations that the two members of (2) 
are equal to a. This shows, therefore, that (2) is satisfied for every x, y in ._$(K). 
Thus, d’(K) is a model for (M), (S), and (P(q))q,,_lpj, where (P(p)) is not 
valid. Thus, by Proposition IV.4, this proves our proposition. 1 
We can now resume our study with the following theorem: 
THEOREM V.I. Let K be a positive semiring. Then, the following K-rational 
identities form a closed system of K-rational identities, equivalent to the classical 
axioms system V: 
00 (S), (UP)),,,. 
Remark. This result is given under the assumption that K is positive. But, in 
fact, this condition is not too restrictive when K is Kleene; indeed, a, Kleene 
semiring is “quasi” positive (see [lo]). 
Let us end this section by showing that the axioms (A,) and (A,) form a closed 
system when K is Kleene or positive: 
PROPOSITION V.8. Let K be a Kleene or a positive semiring. Then, we have 
(A,) and (Ad) are independent. 
Proof. Using the argument of Proposition V.3, we can restrict ourselves to the 
case when K is Kleene (but not necessarily positive). We are then restricted to show 
only the independence of (A,) relative to (Ad), since the symmetrical assertion will 
be treated in the same way. 
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Let us now consider a Kleene semiring K. We construct a model of (A,) which 
is not a model of (Ad); this will allow us to conclude by Proposition IV.4. To do 
this, let us introduce the semiring Alx2(K) of square matrices of order 2 over K 
and the two matrices i and j defined by 
We then can define a star in J@~ x2(K) by 
(a + bd*c)* a*b(d+ ca*b)* 
d*c(a + bd*c)* (d+ ca*b)* 
and i* =j. It is therefore easy to verify that 
VM#i, A4*=12+M.M*. 
Moreover, we also have 
Since it is clear that ,,$YZxZ(K), equipped with the previous star becomes a 
K-*-bound-algebra, we show hence that k$, 2(K) is a model for (A,). But, it is 
obvious to see that 
I*+i*.i= 
( ) 
‘d; y #i*. 
Thus we have constructed a model for (A,) which is not a model of (Ad). Hence, 
our proposition follows immediately. 1 
Remark. This result is not true when K is a ring since (A,) and (Ad) then 
becomes equivalent (see [ll, 123). 
(3) Infiniteness of the Complete Axiom Systems over a Positive Semiring 
Here we generalize a result of Conway obtained when K=99. We prove that 
when K is positive, every complete system of K-rational identities is necessarily 
infinite. But, first let us give the following definition: 
DEFINITION V.4. Let A be an alphabet and let K be a Kleene (resp. a general) 
semiring. Then, the set of +-free K-rational expressions over A, that will be denoted 
by 99(A), is the smallest part of &@at(A) (resp. B8,&at(A)) which is stable 
by product, star, and product by an element of K and which contains A. 
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Let us suppose now that K is a Kleene and let us consider the 
We can equip it with a K-*-bound-algebra structure by defining 
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K-algebra K( A ). 
VPE K(A), p*= 
P if P$K 
k* if P=kEK. 
By Proposition 11.1, there exists a K-*-morphism 1 from F&?ut(A) into K(A) 
which associates a with every letter a E A. We shall now characterize with 2 the 
+-free expressions when K is positive. 
LEMMA V.9. Let K be a positive Kleene semiring. Then, we have 
VEZO, 4E) # 0. 
Proof. Since the positivity of K implies the positivity of K(A) and since the star 
of an element of K is never zero, this result may be easily proved by induction on 
the star height of E. m 
PROPOSITION V.10. Let K be a positive Kleene semiring and let us denote K. A* 
the set of the monomials of K(A). We have then 
?&F(A) =A-‘(K.A*). 
ProoJ At first, it is easy to verify that l-‘(K. A*) is closed by product, star, 
and multiplication by an element of K and contains A. Thus, the inclusion 
99(A) CA-‘(K.A*) is proved. Conversely, let 8 be a subset of 8,&at(A) 
which contains A and is stable by .K, *, and x . We show by induction on the star 
height that every element of I-‘(K. A*) is in &‘. Indeed, this will prove that 
I-‘(K. A*) = 89(A) and, hence, give our proposition. 
Let us first note that every element of starheight 0 in J. - ‘(K . A*) is in 8 since 
these elements are exactly the monomials of K. A*. Let us suppose now that every 
element from A-‘(K. A*) of star height less or equal to n is in d and let E be a 
expression of star height n + 1 in l-‘(K. A*). Let us decompose E over the K-basis 
!% of Section 11.2: 
E= i ki.cBi. 
i=l 
where every gi E 9’. By Lemma V.9, every A(&?,) E K( A ) - (0) and we must have 
ii(E)= 5 k,.Q&)EK.A*. 
i=l 
By positivity of K(A), this implies easily that all ki except one are equal to zero. 
Thus, we have 
E=k.cC?&, with go in ~8’. (3) 
571/45/3-IO 
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According to the way the K-basis W was obtained in Section 11.2, we have 
go=K,(K,)* K*(k)* . ..(K.,-. ,)* K,,, (4) 
where R, are all of star height Gn. Since K and K(A) are positive, ,X(9$) is in 
K. A* and moreover every 2(Rj) is also in K. A *. The induction hypothesis allows 
us to claim that each R, is in 8. Since d is stable by product and star, the identity 
(4) shows that gO is in 8. Hence, we conclude that E lies in d by (3) and by the 
K-stability of 6. Thus, this ends our proof. fi 
Remark. We showed particularly that every +-free expression was a K-multiple 
from an element of the K-basis 9 of gK5?at( A ) introduced in Section 11.2. It allows 
us to give the following definition: 
DEFINITION V.5. Let K be a positive Kleene semiring and let E be a sum of the 
nonzero +-free K-rational expressions. Then, we shall call length of E, and denote 
I(E), the unique integer 1 such that 
E= i ki?& with k,g K- (0) for every i, 
i=l 
where Se, are +-free expressions belonging to the K-basis W of &,&at{ A ). 
The following result shows that every K-rational expression reduces modulo (S) 
to a sum of +-free expressions: 
PROPOSITION V.ll. Let K be a Kleene (resp. a positive) semiring. Then, for every 
E in &?#‘at (A ) (resp. in .YJQ%?at (A )), there exist + -free (resp. proper) K-rational 
expressions (Ei)i= I,n such that 
(S)+Ez i Ei. 
i= 1 
ProoJ: We consider only the case when K is a general semiring (and thus 
positive), since if K if Kleene, the proof is similar and easier. 
We prove this proposition by induction on the star height of E. Let us first note 
that the result is clear when h(E) = 0, since then E is a sum of monomials which 
are +-free proper expressions. Let us suppose now that our result is proved for 
every K-rational expression of star height less than or equal to n. To show our 
result at order n + 1, if sufftces obviously to show that, if E is of star height n such 
that c(E) = 0, the result is also true for E *. Let E now be a K-rational expression 
such that h(E) = n. By the induction hypothesis, there exist +-free proper expres- 
sions (Ei)i,,,, such that 
(S)i-Ez f Ei. (5) 
i=, 
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Since c(E) = 0, it is clear by positivity of K that c(Ei) = 0 for every i. We must now 
prove that +-free proper expressions (Fi)i= ,,r exist such that 
(S)cE*~i~, Fi* (PF*) 
To show (9’s*), it s&ices to prove by induction on m that the star of the sum 
of m +-free K-rational proper expressions is still a sum of +-free proper 
expressions, modulo (S). For m = 1, this result is obvious. Let us suppose that it 
now is proved at order m - 1 and let G be a K-rational expression, 
G=fGi with c( Gi) = 0 for every i, 
i=l 
where the K-rational proper expressions (G,),, l,m are +-free. We then have 
(7) 
By (6) and by the induction hypothesis, there will exist +-free K-rational proper 
expressions (Hi)i= I,s such that 
m-1 
* 6) + C (Gn)* Gi 
i= 1 1 
(8) 
From the union of (7) and (8), it follows that our induction hypothesis is true at 
order m. This, therefore, ends our proof. 1 
The following result essentially comes from Conway [S] who showed it in a 
slightly different form when K = 98. It will be greatly needed in our proof of the 
infinite cardinality of complete systems over a positive semiring. 
PROPOSITION V.12 (Conway [S]). Let K be a positive Kleene semiring, let A be 
an alphabet, let p be a prime number, and let (E, F) be a K-rational identity over A, 
where E and F are sums of +-free expressions of length strictly less than p. Then, for 
every x = (x2,, A of Jil’,(K), we have 
C+),,(E) = c+K).~(F). (8% 
ProojI In the sequel, we take all the notations of Definition V.3. In particular, 
L will always design the K-algebra K[a]/(aP = 1). 
LEMMA V.13. Let K be a positive Kleene semiring. Then, if (822) is true when 
each x, is not equal to zero, (89) is true for every x E J$~(K)~. 
Proof Let us suppose that (89) is true whenever every x, is not equal to zero. 
Let us consider now a family XE x$(K)~ and let us define the alphabet 
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B = (u E A, x, ZO}. Also let CT be the substitution from &%zt(,4 ) into &#?eat( B) 
which associates a to every letter a E B and 0 to every letter in A - B. Thus, by 
Proposition 111.3, (o(E), a(F)) is a rational identity over B. Since we supposed the 
proposition true when each x, was not equal to zero, we obtain 
s.QK)J@)) = s&$(K). J(W)), where y = (x,),~ B. (9) 
But since there is a unique K-*-morphism from c?&%z~( A ) into s$,(K) which sends 
every letter a E A on x,, the following diagram is commutative: 
&&%at(A) ~F,$#at(B> 
From this commutativity and from (9), it follows immediately that 
This, therefore, ends the proof of the lemma. 1 
Thus, by Lemma V.13, we can always suppose that 
in the sequel. 
every x, is not equal to zero 
LEMMA V.14. Let K be a positive semiring and let (E, F) be a K-rational identity. 
Then, if h( E) = 0, h(F) is also equal to zero. 
Proof: Let (E, F) be a K-rational identity with h(E) = 0, i.e., such that E is in 
K(A). Let us suppose that h(F) = 13 1. Then, we have 
i=l 
where each E, j is not equal to zero and of star height < 1. Thus, we deduce: 
s(F)= i s(-&J(@~.~))* . ..(s(Ei.,,-I))* s(Q). (10) 
i=l 
Arguing as in Lemma V.9, it can be proved that the positivity of K implies that 
E(E) #O for every nonzero expression E. Thus, since K is positive, the series 
[E(E)] * is not in K( A ) whenever E # 0. The relation (10) then implies 
which contradicts the fact that E(F) =e(E)e K(A). This contradiction shows that 
we had, in fact, h(F) = 0. 1 
K. Xcp will now denote the set of the monomials of the subset L of dp(K). 
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LEMMA V.15. Let K be a positive Kleene semiring and let E be a +-free 
K-rational expression of star height 2 1. Then, for every A-uple x = (x,),,~ of 
nonzero elements of J$(K) which are not all in K. XCp, we have 
Proof: We prove this lemma by induction on the star height 1 of E. At first, if 
I= 1, it is clear by positivity of K and by Proposition V.10 that 
E=k,wo(k,w,)*...(k*m~1~2rn--1)* w2m with m> 1, (11) 
where wZi + 1 E A+ and where ki E K- (0) for all i. Let x = (x,),~ A be an A-uple of 
elements of s8,(K) - {0}, which are not all in K. Xxp. Let w E A +, then we have 
(12) 
where 1 w,I is the number of occurrences of a in w. Since the x, are different from 
zero and since K is positive, the second member of (12) is never zero. If one of the 
x, is equal to a, we therefore have 
Let us suppose now that all x, are in L. If at least, one of the x, is not a 
monomial, then since K is positive, the second member of (2) cannot be a 
monomial. Hence, we will have 
E,~~,,~(w) E L - K 1 XGp. 
Taking the union of the two previous cases, it is now easy to conclude: 
Thus, it follows immediately with (11) that 
This shows, therefore, that our assertion is true for +-free expressions of star 
height 1. Using Proposition V.10, it is now easy to prove that if our assertion is true 
for all +-free expressions of star height 12 1, it will also be true for +-free 
expressions of star height I+ 1. 1 
By Lemmas XV.13 to XV.15, it is clear that we can restrict ourselves to proving 
the proposition when E and F are both of star height > 1 and when all the x, are 
nonzero monomials in KS VP. We suppose this in the sequel. 
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Let us consider now a c-complete semiring X, extension of K in which K is 
*-stable. Then, we can define 9 = X[a]/aP E 1 which is an extension of L. This 
semiring can be equipped with a c-complete semiring structure by defining 
for every countable set I. The following lemma shows then that the K-algebra 
L = K[a]/d s 1 inherits a Kleene semiring structure: 
LEMMA V.16. Let K be a Kleene semiring. Then, the K-algebra L is a *-stable 
sub-K-algebra of 2; i.e., L is a K-C-algebra. 
Prooj Let us consider P an element of L which has the form 
P-1 
P= c k;.X’ with kie K. 
i=O 
Let us consider now an alphabet A, = { ai, ie 10, p - 1 11 } and let us introduce the 
circular matrix 
A’ = (ai+j);,.ic 10, p- 11 E -4, .,WWA, > 1, 
where the sum i + j is considered module p. By Theorems VII.6.2 and VII.6.3 of 
[6], there exists some K-rational series Fi,, such that 
A%‘*= f ~“=(F;,j)i,iE[o,p--lII~~~Xp(KRat(Ap)). 
II=0 
Since K is Kleene, there exists a K-*-morphism (T from KRat(A,) into K which 
sends every letter ai in A, to ki. Using rr, we, therefore, easily obtained 
Let us introduce now the column vector 
It is easy to see that 
a(Jq.u=P.uEJgllpxl(L). (14) 
Thus, using the basic properties of a c-complete semiring and (14), we can easily 
obtain in _Y the relations: 
(15) 
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Thus, relations (13) and (15) give us 
D-1 
P* =‘I a(F,,i) X’E L. 
i=O 
This ends the proof of the lemma. 1 
Note. There are two stars of L: one inherited from the star of X$(K) and the 
other coming from the above Kleene structure. The considered structure will not 
always be precise since it always can be decided from the context. 
LEMMA V.17. Let K be a positive Kleene semiring and let (ki)i=O,r_ 1 be a family 
of nonzero elements in K. Then, we have 
p-1 P--l 
P= 1 ki.XiELaP*= c l;.X’ with lj#O for every i. 
i=O i=O 
Proof. Since L is Kleene, we obviously have 
P*=l+P.P*. 
This relation implies particularly that 
P--l 
ZO=l+ c k,l,_.*Zo#O, 
n=O 
since K is positive. More generally, relation (16) implies that 
?I#0 
Vi2 1, li= 1 k,l,=k,l,+ 1 k,l,~li#O, 
n+msi n+msi 
since ki # 0, by (17) and by positivity of K. Thus, our lemma is proved. 1 
(16) 
(17) 
LEMMA V.18. Let K be a positive Kleene semiring and let E be a -)--free 
K-rational expression of star height 2 1. Then, we have for every A-tuple x of nonzero 
elements of K. XcP: 
c+k,,,(E) EL => &&r&E) = c~,x(E) E K. Xc’. 
Proof The proof of this lemma is left to the reader who may easily use 
induction on the star height and the same method as in previous lemmas. 1 
LEMMA V.19. Let K be a positive Kleene semiring and let E be a -)--free 
K-rational expression of star height >, 1. Then, we have for every A-tuple x of nonzero 
elements in K. Xcp: 
p--l 
E~~(~),JE) = tl *E&E) = 1 ki. Xi 
i=O 
with ki # 0 for every i. 
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Proof We shall prove it by induction on the star height of E. First let E be a 
+-free expression of star height 1 whose interpretation in &JK) is CC Thus, we can 
write by Proposition V. 10, 
E=k,wo(k,w,)*...(k2m~lW2m-l)* W2m with m> 1, (18) 
where the ki are not all zero and where the wZi+, are in A+. Since all x, are 
monomials, we have 
where the si are in K- (0) by positivity of K. Since the interpretation of E in d$(K) 
is a, it follows that at least one ni for an odd i is not a multiple of p. Let I be an 
exponent with this property; since p is prime, it is clear that we have in the Kleene 
semiring L: 
p-1 
(sJ’)* = c k,X’ with ki#O for every i. 
i=O 
By the positivity of K, it is therefore obvious to prove our result for E. Thus, our 
assertion is true when h(E) = 1. Finally, if the induction hypothesis is true at order 
n > 1, we can easily prove it at order n + 1 with the help of Proposition V.10 and 
Lemmas V. 17 and V. 18. Thus ends our proof. 1 
We can now end the proof of Proposition V.12. Let (E, F) be a K-rational 
identity where E and F are sums of +-free expressions of length <p. Let x be an 
A-uple of elements of K. Xcp which are not all equal to zero. Different cases are 
now to be considered: 
(4 bp(K,,m = E.qm,X (F) = a; there is nothing to prove. 
(b) Qua,,, and s~Qp(KJ,x(F) are in L. It follows easily from Lemma V.18 
that these two elements of L are equal respectively to E~,JE) and to cL,JF). But, 
L is a K-C-algebra by Lemma V.16 and, hence, by Proposition IV.7, L is a model 
for every K-rational identity. We can therefore write 
EL,AE) = ELAF) * ~~pp(,c),x(E) = G,~~K),~(F) 
which is the relation we wanted to prove. 
(c) E+~,,,(E) E L and G+~,,,,(F) = a, for instance. In this case, by 
Lemma V.18, Proposition IV.7, and Lemma V. 19 and since K is positive, we have 
the identity 
P--l 
Ed,_ = E~,JF) = 1 kj +X’ with k,#O for every i. (19) 
i=O 
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But, by hypothesis, E is a sum of +-free expressions of length strictly less than p. 
Thus, by Lemma V.18, we easily prove that 
E&E) = 1 Zi. X’ with li#O for in J, (20) 
iEJ 
where J is a subset of [O, p - l] of cardinality 1(E) <p. The equality coming from 
the two relations (19) and (20) is impossible. This contradiction shows that this last 
case cannot occur. The proposition follows. g 
We can now prove that an infinity of K-rational identities are needed over a 
positive semiring in order to obtain a complete identities system: 
THEOREM V.20. Let K be a positive semiring and let A c B be two alphabets. 
Then, any complete system for A of K-rational identities over B is infinite. 
Prooj We shall do the proof when K is not Kleene since the other case can be 
proved similarly and more easily. Let us now embed K in the c-complete semiring 
X = X u {co } defined in Section I. Let us suppose that there exists a finite 
complete system of K-rational identities 8 = (E;, F,)i= ,,n of 9&Kaat( B) for A. 
Then, by Proposition V.11, there exists for every i E [l, n], two sums L, and Mi of 
+-free proper expressions such that 
(S)+EicLi and (S)+F,zA4i. 
It follows that the identities system 3 = (Li, Mi)i= l,n u (S) is equivalent to F and 
thus is also complete. Now let p be a prime integer > I( Ei) and > Z(Mi) for every i. 
By Propositions V.12 and V.6, it can be easily proved that the K-algebra J$(X) is 
a model for 9. But, by the proof of Proposition V.6, the identity P(p) is not 
satisfied in d’(X). Thus, 9 cannot be a complete system by Proposition IV.4. This 
contradiction proves our theorem. 1 
Remark. This theorem allows us to unify different cases like K = 93, K = N, or 
K = Iw + , for instance. Moreover, when K is positive, every complete system over a 
countable alphabet B for A c B is necessarily countably infinite. 
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